A professional
tablet case for
intensive use

What is a Tabbelt©?

How to use?

Tablets are both expensive and fragile. For that reason, good
protection is very important. The Tabbelt provides this protection. A Tabbelt is a professional, custom-designed case
made from durable leather. The main features of the tablet
can all be operated without removing the tablet from the
case. Ready for use in an instant.

Using the Tabbelt is very simple. Just slide your tablet into
the top of the Tabbelt, close it with the press stud and the
Tabbelt is ready for use. The back of the case includes a
strap with which to hold the tablet ﬁrmly in your hand during use. You can operate all the functions on your tablet
without removing it from the Tabbelt. The same applies
when charging the tablet.

www.tabbelt.nl

Tabbelt© accessories

Where to use?

Like to work hands-free? In combination with some handy
accessories, the Tabbelt can be easily attached to a matching
belt or shoulder strap/lanyard, plus an extra belt to prevent it
from falling. This way you can carry the Tabbelt hassle-free,
all day long. These accessories also reduce the risk of theft.

The Tabbelt can be used in and outdoors, in a warehouse
and in retail, healthcare and hospitality settings. In fact,
the Tabbelt is ideal for any workplace that uses tablets. The
Tabbelt is a professional case, speciﬁcally designed for use in
the toughest of working environments.

Made from high
quality leather
Tabbelt© safety belt

Tabbelt© keycord
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Tabbelt© lanyard

You can contact our sales team at any time for
a non-binding offer. We would like to surprise
you with our price-friendly solutions!
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